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INTRODUCTION 

In the usual presentations of tensor na1ysis , the vectors and 

tensors are defined in terms of their law of tran$forrnation, me bric 

Is defined by an arbitrary quadratic form, and covariant 

differentiation is described a a process of obtaining a tensor of 

one higher order froni another tensor by a judicious coination of 

the latter tensor, its partial derivatives, and the Christoffal 

symbols. While this approach 18 perfectly rigorous, it limits the 

beginning student of the subject in the opportunity of exercising 

his geometrical intuition. It is also undoubtedly true that many 

application8 in applied mathematics of this powerful method of 

analysis do not call for the full generality of the abstract approach. 

Accoingly, this is an attempt to prepare a geometrical model which 

could excite the interest of students, or demonstrate certain 

fundamental operations and definitions to the satisfaction of non- 

specialists. 

The model to be used is that of a Riemannian space of n 

dimensions immersed in a Euclidean space of greater dimensionality. 

No count is made of the number of dimensions of the Euclidean space 

except to assume the number great enou to contain any operations on 

the Riemannian space we may wish to perform. Assumptions made 

regarding the Riemannien space are that it is continuous and possesses 

aU space derivatives necessary to our purpose, aixi that a tangent 

Eucidean space of the same number of dimensions exists at. each point 

of the Riemannian space. By regarding the coordinates of the 



Riemannian space as Gaussian coordinates, we have a direct analogr 

with differential geometry. It may be argued that the space of 

inimersion is not needed; however, in differentiating some quantities 

geometrically it is necessary to difference the two adjacent tangent 

spaces given by an increment in one of the coordinates. Also, 

certain entities are most logically interpreted as vectors with some 

components normal to the tangent space. 

The standard tensor analysis suxmriation convention is used; 

that i$ a repeated index (above and below) implies suxmnation. 

Examples: 

ajb ajb 

n 
c3d1 = c3d 

Q 

where n is the number of dimensions of the Riemann Space. Note that, 

since the symbol used to indicate the suimnation disappears in the 

summing, the actual symbol used is iimnaterial. ThUS 

ab = abi akbk. Then a repeated index may be replaced by any 

other symbol as suits our convenience. Used in this way, the symbol 

is often referred to as a "dununytT index. 

As an undefined operation we take the inner, or dot, product of 

two vectors. Associated with every two vectors A and B of the 

imTrtersiOn space , we assume thare exists a number A'B such that 

1) AB = BA 

2) A'(13 + e) = AB + A'C 

3) (A).B=AB 



and AA JAl2 defines the norm for any A in the tangent space. 
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FUNDA1FNTAL VECTOR SETS 

_ The Tangent Vectors A point R of our space is labeled by 

a set of n numbers (x1, X2, ... x"). R is then a function of the 

x's, that is, R R(x', x2, ..., xc). The collection of points R 

obtained by fixing one of the x' s ( say x constant) will form a 

hypersurface of (n-l) dimensions. Since this is not a topological 

treatment, the3e, and other matters, will be left to intuition. 

Coneider a point R(x1, x2, ..., x, ..., xe), and an adjacent 

point R(x1, z2, ..., x1 + .., x) found by takth a small 

increment in the coordinate xi. Due to the imnersion assumption, 

those points can be joined by a snail directed line segment 

R(x1 + 1% z1) -r«x), the direction being that of increasing x. 

Consider the n quantities 

(1) = = um 
z1+A,x ,..xfl)_R(x..x1,..xfl) 

'1 ¿x1 

r0 assume these to exist at all points of the Riemannian space. For 

n = 2, the quantities R1 are vectors tangent to the coordinate curves 

on a two-dimensional surface immersed, say, in a Euclidean 3 space. 

By analogy we call the R the set of vectors tangent to the coordinate 

curves in the Riexnannian n-space In two space, the linear 

combination of the two tangent vectors R1 and R2 generates the set of 

all vectors tanent to the 2-space at the point R. Since the 

coordinates x- are assumed independent, the ftvectorsu Rj in (1) 



constitute an independent set, and hence form a basis for an n-space 

deÍined at ?. Ve speak of this Euclidean n-space as being tangent to 

the hienannian n-space at R. Any quantity thich can be expressed 

linearly in terms of the quantities R1 will be caJ led a vector of 

the iiiernannian n-space. 

In tensor analysis we re interested in the manner in which 

quantities transform. Consider a transformation 

(2) 1(x1, x2, ..., x) i = 1, 2, ,, 
where the Jacobian existe and does not vanish, so that the are 

independent, arxi the inverse transformation exiets. The tangent 

vectors formed from the i occupy the same tangent space, as 

- _R ..R (3) R - - r - 11i 

which gives trie law of transformation for the tangent vectors. 

At this point it is necessary to insert a property of the 

transformation under consideration. Since the are independent, 

the derivative of 3E with respect to is zero unless i j, in 
which case it is one. Ve write this 

ui_ i i=l, i=j 
=0 ij 

where 6 is the well-known Kronecker Delta, 

implicitly through the x' , we obtain 

-i k 

(11) 
i:3. - ai 

But if we differentiate 

a very useful property. A like treatment of the inverse transformation 
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gives us 

() 
k 

6 
I. 

Now that we have these properties, we take (3), multiply by 

21 
and sum on j, obtaining 

- 
- Rj ¡- 

5 
Rj 6, 

or 

ii - 
(6) R -Rj 

We now have the law for the inverse transformation on the tangent 

vectors. 

Let L = A1R1 be any vector defined at R. If we consider L 

invariant under transformati, we can say 

L, 

= 

Ji we substitute (6), we obtain 

-i - i(j - - i 
)¼ R - ) rRj_ 

since the lj are independent, this means 

i 
(7) 

The substitution (3) will lead to 

)i ix1 

These aro the equations of transformation of the contravariant 

components of a vector in the tensor analysis, which leads us to the 
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conclusion, in our case, that a contravariant vector is one written 

in terras of the fundnrnental tangent set. Ci) 

2) Introduction of a Metric A small space increment can be 

ap'oximated to within terms of higher order by the expression 

(9) dnAr d3cRjdx, 

where dR is an infinitesimal vector. Since dR is a vector, its length 

squared is defined by the inner product 

(10) dRdR. 

Then 

ds2 
= 

= R1'R dx1dxi 

Na Rj'Rj is a scaler function of the X1. If we agree to call Rj'R.j = 

gjj, we have 

(11) ds2 dxdx 

This we recognize as the form of a Riemannien atric [2]. 

Let us define ga-i by 

(12) gl Cofactor of gjj in determinant igill 
determinant (gjj1 * 

An algebraic property of great use to us is 

(13) 
gk 

g.1 = 

Notice that, since g1 gjj we have gii g31, 

3) Reciprocal Vector Set. It is convenient to have a set of 

reference vectors orthogonal to our set Rj Call these R . VJe define 



f;] 

these R by the relationship 

J 6j (114) 
= i 

4 

The R3 will have to be linear combinations of the R1. Let us 

assume Ri a3l4Rk, ¡aiCI O. Then 

RjhIRi Rj.(a3kfik) aJkRI.Rk alCgj. 

But R'RJ = 50 

ajk = 

e can see that this set of algebraic equations has as a solution 
ajk gi1, Also, the solution is unique. So finally 

(1g) R 

Multiplying both members of tnis equation by kj' 

on j gives 

gRi gjgi.. 

By (13) jRJ 6R Rk 

or 

(16) R 

which expresses the R in terme of the Ri. 

Ve will need to knovî the value of RR3. Let R 

R3 

Then & . RI ( gR ) ( g'R. ) gg; 
- ikir _ ikçi -g g gk-g k' 

(17) R1'R3 g13 

Ve seek the law of tl'afl8fOrmatiofl for the R1. 
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e knaw 

gR = RRR3. 

Hence, with t he aid of (6), we have 

k f- rn\ fl\ 
Rkfr Rmr)' (-3Ri, 

mn 

-- 
5.;. 

R 

xl Multiplying by , and 5umming on i 

Applying (14) 

- ki iXiL j 

k = n1n I? 

- - 5fl 
R1 rnJ 

But ii the 5E system . fl" 

Therefore -n 
rn 

Lultiplying both sides by ', and sunmd.ng on r 

_gk2_gAfl krrn R3 , 
xJ 

or 

(18) 
kj 
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Multiplying by 4, and summing on k, by (5) 

(19) 

XXk 
k R 

Let us now consider a vector written in terms of the R3. Since 

it is to be invariant under a transorrnation 

Laking use of (6) 

L L, 

Xi 

j A("1 i) 
= 

i 
i. 

Since the are independent 

xi 
(20) 

= 

If instead we use (3) 

AR = Ri) 

= 

so that 

(21) 

These are the equations of transformation of the components of 

a covariant vector in the tensor analysis [3J, so we can interpret a 

vector written in terms of the Ri as a covariant vector. 

The significance of the R is known. They are the tangent 

vectors to the x1 curves. It remains to investigate the significance 



u 

of the R3. To do this, let us take dR. = Rdx1, and form the dot 

product 

dRR3 = (Rjdx)'R 

RjRdx &dx1, 

(22) dxi dR'R. 

From our knoledge of the inner product we can deduce that R3 

is perpendicular to the hypersurface xi = Constant, for,if dR were 

to lie in that surface, dx3 would be zero, hence dRR3 = O. Since 

dx is always given by dx3 = dR'R3, R is a vector quantity analogous 

to the quantity defined in classical vector analysis as the gradient 

vector to the surface x Constant. (See equation 33). 

h) Conclusion. ihile it is possible to expxss any vector iii 

the tangent Euclidean space by a linear combination of arj n 

independent vectors of the conbined sets R and R3 , we shall not do 

so. e shall use only the two systems of vectors whose laws of 

transformation are known to us. Then we shall be able to predict the 

laws of transformation of any entity we may form from the fundamental 

vectors. 

Given a vector L, by (15) and (16) ;r. have 

L A1Rj A1gR3 AR3 .gJiR. 

These are equivalent forms of the same vector. 
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n' 

POLYADICS AND TENSORS 

) Outer Multiplication and fiìghr Order Tensors. We have 

shown how vectors may be defined in the tangent space in terms of the 

R- and R. By placing vectors in juxtaposition, we can form products 

called polyadics in vector analysis. This process is called outer 

multiplication. If the vectors used are written in terms of the R' 

or Rj we shall see that the o].radics transform in the manner of 

tensors. Some examples of a dyadic (polyadic of order two) f oflow. 

Consider U aR4 a4R, V = b..R3. 
J .J 

Now UV = a1RjbJR = a1b3R1R since the tangent space is Euclidean 

and the distributive law holds, 

Let ab then Uy = C13RjRj. 

In another coordinate system, Uy 

rs = 0ij 
RjRj 

and by (6) 

-r5 i o r's = (r 
) 

= cii 
x1 

Since the r' or , 
are independent 

' \ -rs_ 23j C -C 
x' x3 

e have, then, that c follows the law of transformation for the 

component of a contravariant tensor of order two. [14] Since 
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UV cR1Rj Uy can be identified as the tensor of order two of which 

the c aro the contravariant components. 

Consider U and V in the covariant components. 

UV a1R1bR ajbjRlRi. 

Call a1b = c, then 0V = In another system of coordinates 

rs 

= cR1R. 

By (19) ersRrs = ej 
(r 

-\ 
(s 

Jit 
r/ s 

xi -r-s 
Cjj ? 1g R R 

Then 

(21L) rsijr' 
These ax the equations of transfoxation of the components of a 

covariant tensor of order two [EJ, so that the cjj are the covariant 

components of the second order tensor Uy. 

Finally consider Uy in the form 

Uy aRbR 

Call a1b c3. In another system 0V 

= c3 rjR 

By (6) and (19) 



Then 

114 

z: C. 

' ( 

- i. l)x - -S 

-r. - r i 
C.0 

- Csj -3 x x 

These are the laws of tran8formation for the components of a mixed 

tensor of order two, so that Uy in this form is a mixed tensor. [6J 

Tensors of still higher order might be formed by multiplying 

a tensor by a vector, or a tensor by a tensor, and so on. Inspection 

shows that the law of transformation is determined by the and R3 

that go to make up the vector files of the expression. For instance, 

an example of a tensor of contravariant rank three and covariant 

rank two might look like this: 

aN RRjRkJy 

Notice how the dots have been used in the scaler coefficient to show 

the correct order of the vector ranks, or files. 

The order of the vector files has meaning, just as the order 

has meaning in the dyadic of classical vector analysis. In all 

tensors we will be able to determine the law o.f transformation by an 

inspection of the vector files. It is most important, at this tine, 

to point out that only multilinear forms in the vector sets H and R' 

will be regarded as tensors, since ordy these have been shown to have 
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the proper laws of transformation. An entity made up of vectors 

lying in the tangent space could he expressed as a tensor by having 

its vectors written in term8 of either of the fundamental sets; but 

if it contained a vector which did not wholly lie in the tangent 

space (i.e., not a linear combination of the or R3), the entity 

could never be a tensor. 

6) Other Tensor Operations. There are some other standard 

operations performed on tensors that should be recounted. 

Addition - Only tensors of the same rank can be added. The 

vector files must be adjusted by substitution of Rj 1R3 or 

gJlj so that the corresponding vector files have the same 

reference system. Then the individual components are collected. An 

example will make this clear. Let aR1R b RkR. 

± = ajRR b RkR1. 

Substituting Rm 
gjRi, and changing a dummr index k to i 

± ':E 
± jbj'' RR 

= (a ± gjbj)R1R3. 

Since the law of transformation depends on the vector files, this is 

still a tensor. 

Raising and Lowering Indices - This is a special operation in 

standard treatments of tensor analysis; whereas, in this treatment, it 

is the natural consequence of a routine substitution. An example will 

demonstrate. Suppose a tensor with components c3. Multiply by 
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gk, 
and sum on j. A new tensor Hequivaient to the old will be 

formed with components c given by = g1c3, Our interpretation 

of this will now be given. Suppose a tensor = c RjR. We wish 

to change the last vector file to the Rk system. Substituting 

R3 gi\, = c RjR3 c3 g3l(j So chlCRjRk, where 

ik ik i. 
C -g C.j 

That was an example of raising an index. An example of 

lowering an index follows. 

I = c RjR, R1 = gikRk. 

i. kj 
So Ci jk R R 

L. .1 

= ciRR, where Ckj = gjc 

in this treatment, "equivalent tensors are regarded as the same 

tensor; that is, all tensors formed from a given tensor by the 

substitutions R or R3 g'1R1 into any of the vector files 

are, in reality, the same tensor. 

Contraction - This is a process of obtaining a lower order 

invariant from a given tensor by taking the inner product of two 

vector files. An example will demonstrate. 

T ..k ij 
Suppose = ajj. R R Rk. Operating in this manner ori the first 

and third. files, we get 

q ..k i ,j = aij. R kR ajj. . 

= aj Pi 

where the repeated i implies summation; that i8 

..]. -. ., 4 ..2 '.3 + ajj. -a1. a2j. a3j. ... a. 
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Note the fact that contraction reduces the order of the tensor by two. 

Due to the fact that the summation convention calls for an 

index to be repeated above and below, could not be contracted on 

the first and second files in the standard treatment of tensor analysis 

while it is in the form given. An index would first have to be 

raised or lowered, and then the contraction performed. A demonstration 

follows. 

Contracting: 

a3' RR3Rk, R' 

= aj (gR)RJR aj gtm 

= gaj ;.RP 

im ...k j = g a1. &Ri 

ij..k 
- g ij Rk. 

ini .. m. 
Since g this could nave been written 

j .k 
aj. Rk. 

In this treatment, vector files have been retained, so that both 

operations combine into one. 

= 
a;I: R1RRIÇ 

= 
aj R"RRk 

- ..k ij 
g k 
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7) Definition of Symmetry arid Skew Syrnnietry. Consider a 

tensor f = 
RRRkRmR. If the condition 

held on the components, we would say was symmetric with respect to 

the first and third indices . If, on the other hand, 

, we would say that was skew-symmetric on the 

first and third indices. These tests could be applied to any two 

indices of a tensor. Any tensor may be written in terms of two 

tensors in such a way that the first is symmetric on two given 

indices, and the second is skew-symmetric on the same given indices. 

Suppose is our given tensor, and is the tensor with the 

gIven indices transposed. Then may be writ.t.en 

(26) -fo. 

Inspection shows the first part to be symmetric, and the second part 

skew-symmetric. re shall have use for this later. 

8) Double-Dotting for Components. We have use for a certain 

multiplo inner product, commonly called double-dotting. Let 

aj' RIRiRkRm Then, by definition; 

aj3 

(r,s,t,u not summed) 

where each filo of the multiplier has been dotted into the 

corresponding file of the tensor. The operation is exactly the same 

rio matter what combination of upper and lower indices may occur in 

the vector files of either the tensor or the multiplier. For our 
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purpose, the multiplier will always have the saine order as the tensor. 

Returning to the example, we see 

. . .m ,'i 
: R1.R5RtR' = ajik. òr = (r,s,t,u not stunmed). 

This process, then, furnishes us -with a technique of obtaining the 

- 

components of a tensor. Notice that double-dotting with 

gave the component with the same combination arìd order of upper 

and lower indices. This is always so, even when is given in 

another form. For example, let = a R1R3 akjR'R . 

: R\ a R.RmRJ.R = akjRk.Iñi.Rn 

= 1 = 

: R\ a a - 

which are equivalent. 

9) The Idemfactor, or Metric Tensor. There is a special tensor 

of the second order called the idernfactor, or the metric tensor, which 

is of considerable importance. It arises naturally when considering 

a relationship of the form: 

R Rj'RR R'(RjR) RI , 

where I = RjR is a tensor of order two. Notice also 

I .R = ( RjRi ) . r RRJ R1 R g R. 



!ZIJ 

Also RIC.I = R'(RR3) = R'RRJ = R1 

I (RRi)R' = RjRJ.h' Rk. 

It is evident, then, that I might be pre-dotted or post-dotted into 

any expression formed of the R1 or R, and the expression would 

remain unchanged. From this property it gets the naine idemfactor. 

Suppose we consider an entity which could be interpreted as a 

vector in the Luclidean space of iimersion. Since the tangent space 

is a subapace of the iiuclidean space, we can use the tangent vectors 

as part of a base vector system, and supplement them with vectors 

normal to the tangent space. This is always possible in a flat 

space such as the space of immersion was taken to be. Then our 

vector could be written: 

V = a1R + b3N , i 1,2, ... n 

j n+l, n+2, ... 

where the have been so chosen as to make NjRk O. Then 

N.I = N.(RRk) 
= NjRk = O. 

So V1 ahI + 

aIR.. 
3 

Thus V1 gives that part of V which lies in the tangent space. If, 

then, we have any vector in the immersion space, we can obtain its 

projection (or component) in the tangent space by contracting it 

with the idemf actor. 
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By appropriate substitutions we can get some other forms of the 

idomfactor. 

I = RjR' 
(gjRk)(gi) = gjgimR1cR 

= 
piC; 

= RicRic. 

I = RjR3 R(gRj) 

I = RR' (gjrt1)R g1i 

This last form has components which identifies it as the 

metric tensor. It is this tensor which characterizes the Riemann 

space. An interesting property of the space will be derived from it 

later. 
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DIFFERENTIATION 

10) Partial Derivatives and Increments As a point moves in 

our Rieiriaamian space, a tensor function of the point will change. 

We define the rate of change of a tensor with respect to one of the 

coordinates in the following menner: 

(2?) 
jJ.m 

- (x1,x2,.,.,x1,...,xn1) 

L\X 

Let us apply this to the tensor = a tRi. Since the tangent 

space is Eucidean, it follows from the definition of that 

R1R + a 4 R + a.jR . 

The &- and Rj are differenced at adjacent points to f oni the 

increments fran which we derive their partials in the limit. This 

requires the use of the inversion space , and and will be 

vectors in the inmiersion space. While they may have components in 

the tangent space, they do not, in general, lie in the tangent space. 

Proof of this is indicated in the last chapter. 

In order to facilitate the writing of such quantities, vie 

introduce the notation 

: 

Rj R. 

We define the total increment of a tensor to be: 

(28) dj dxi. 
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The question arises: Is a tensor? We uow an entity is a 

tensor if its vector ranks can be written in terms of the R' or R1. 

Since is a scalar, it remains only to investigate the Rk and 

Rjk. 

U) Properties of R and &k. By (ls), we have that 

R1 g1iR. Then 

i. = 
= 

R + g jk 

ij 
Since is a scalar, we see that the properties of Rk depend upon 

the properties of R. If R1 has components out of the tangent space, 

so has Rk, and they cannot be written as a linear combination of the 

R1 or Rj. Hence, they cannot follow the simple contravariant or 

covariant laws of transformation, and hence cannot be tensors. 

The actual law of transformation of the R1 appears as follows: 

RkRI ç 

a_ = L_ (R . U = 2: + R 
2i 

45Em 
k rnlicj 

- xi x1 mRij 1mk' 
As the expression wifl contain vectors of the type Rik and 

it follows that% cannot be a tensor. However, if the R and 

Rk were to be replaced by their respective projections, or components, 

in the tangent space, the expression would become a tensor. As has 



already been shofl these projections could be most easily obtained 

by contracting (dotting) the R and with the idernfctor, 

Consider these products. 

R (RiRa) = RJR 

R 1 = R = 
ik ik j 

= R'?k(RRj) = Rk*ij 

R'1' (RR) k RR' 

If we aro to proceed, we must know the value of such scalars as 

R1.Rk, RjjsRk RjR1 14jRi. e can find them in terms of the gjj 

and derivatives of the gjj. :e first shaw that all these products 

can be expressed in tenus of the type RijuRk. By the substitution 

Rk we have: 

= Rj(gXRm) g'RjR. 

Rj.R' = Rj.(gkmR) = 

Since R1 = g 
3 

Therefore . . 

= -R1.R1j= -(g1'R)'; 

= 

Finally .fik ...gkfl1giflp.p 
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Now lt remains only to eva1ute the type Rjj R 

To do this, consider the partials of the 

a) Rj'Rj = RjkRj + Rj'Rjk, 

b) 
i '1k = + 

e) = ì-1Rj Ri Rjj R + R Rkj 

Since all partials, of any order, are taken in the immersion 

space, we will have = R, Rj Ri = .. Rjj so that 

certainly Rjj'Rk Rjj'Rk, and so on. Now by adding equations b) and 

e), subtracting equation a), we arrive at the result: 

i[ik 
Rjj Rk 2Lx xkJ 

This is known as the (Jristoffel symbol of the fîrst kind, and 

denoted by ij,k]. See [73. 

The Christoffel symbol of the second kind is defined by 

= g'.j,k]. See [sJ. 

Tabulating our results, we have: 

(29) Rjj'Rk = 

(30) R.Rk (k} 

(31) RjRk _(kuj} 

i k km(i') 
(32) R.R -g 
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12) Tensor Part Iet u return to our exwnple 

aj R'R. 

We have ____ 
R1Rj + aj (4rt + RRjk). 

If we replace Rk and Rjk by their projections into the tangent space, 

we will obtain a tensor. For 

= R.k( R) = R.k'fjR and 

= Rjk'(RIRt) = RjkRj& 
or 

RìkRRj. 

This shows that RkI and Rjk'I are expressable as a linear 

combination of a reference set of vectors in the tangent space, 

consequently they can transfonn as tensors. 

When the vectors in 4 iave been replaced by their projections 
in the tangent space, let us call the entity (4) or 14. 

or 

For our example: 

14 = -_ R1R + aj' (RkR1Rj + 
x x 

ki: = _i.i R1R + a; 
xk 

.Iii ji 
+ a. ;lk.R R 

This, obviously, is a tensor. 

However, there is a more natural and easier way of obtaining 



Since 

.8 r .s r 
r 

RrR5 
+ ars R.k R5 + arI 

R 

we will have 

j = a' + a R. 'R + Ç? jRSk' R3 r 

With a chango of dummy indices: 

: RR = ___ 
+ a;? RkRi + aj RmJ'R3s 

But f or various i ancL j, these are precisely the conponents of 

and we can write: 

j 

- 
: R1R) RRj a tensor. 
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Then the process of assuming a tensor form for an entity ¿L, 

and double-dotting for the components, will automatically reduce it 

to its projection into the tangent plane, and hence make it a 

tensor. It is easily seen that this rrthod generalizes to tensors 

of any oru er. 

Notice 
: R1R = : 

13) Process of 7 Differentiation. Let ,j be any entity 

which is a function of the point R, and hence of the variables x1. 

Let dbo defined by (28). Further, let dR be any arbitrary 

change in R. We define an entity Ç' , which we eaU the derivative 



of with respect to R, by the relation 

(33) df = dRf, for all arbitrary dR. 

Let us specialize this for ¡ a tensor. Assume that VE is an 

entity whose first vector file can be written in terms of the Rk. Let 

= whe represents the components and the second and 

remainint vector files of V 1, grouped on the summation index for 

Rk. Now dR = R-1dX1 and d = dx3. 
) xi 

By definition: d = dR V 

= (i).(Rk) Hence 
xj 

= 
11k 

R1R1dx1 = 
3 

dx3 = 
q7dXi. 

Changing the dummy index gives -.L dx3 and since the dx3 

are arbitrary = Pj. 

X 

ThenV R1( 
. As Vcontains the$, is not a 

tensor. However, the entity 

Since 

we see that 

(vi: )projection = R' wiul be a tensor. 

z iR3Rh S 
è 
Em £4 : lRRh . . . R 

n' 

Sx 

(V) = Rk 
.j (vT: ... Rm)RiRRh... Em 

As the quantities in the parenthesis are scalars, (Vj) i8 
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obviously a tensor. Notice that is a tensor of one higher 

order than . 

iii.) Applications of 7 Differentiation. Covariant Derivativos. 

Let L be a vector L A1R. Then 

VLRkLRk._(A1R1) 

VI W + Rk 1Rik 

Assume (VL) /A RmR, then,,LÇ L z RR , 

ji 
1« nt k 

A AAj A 
' A A AmAn A 

= 
ç+ Rj'R'' 

, 

= + = 
i (fl} 

Then (VL ) is a second order tensor whose components are known as 

the covariant derivatives of a contravariant vector. See [9J. 

If we take L 

V L = Rk = RIÀX. 
Ri + ) 

Let (VL) , then 



= V L 

R4L R1' f + A R 

= g + 

=th 
+ A lmn 

=_ .R1R A '1 nm 

We have (VL) the second order tensor whose components are the 

covariant derivativos of a covariant vector. See ioJ. 

Another interosting example is that of the second covariant 

derivative. Let us V differentiate the tensor (L). 

Let (V L) = ,,a1RmRn, then 

= 

= R1A RmR +,AÇ [RR'1 + 

Assunie [v( 7i)] = ßrst 1s1t, 
then 

A'rst = 
V (V L) : R2R3Rt 

= RThRRflR + 

+ ,(mnRm.RsRl.lì .Rt} 

= fìa ç g -,MRmR31 - L(rnn 
mnR} 

q,At . 

= 
Ir luit h- sr sjRtr 
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But )Apq - IJR R, and therefore 

So 

2 
- 

1s jrt isJ 

- R.R -R.R 
ts sr tr 

- Rt8 - R PLtkR'Rsr R 

Changing to Christoffel symbols, and changing dunmy indices: 

'J 2t rt 
rQ+. r a , -. e ,, i5 

,'5 
a 1j w') --- iX X .)X - - x- - - 

_Í_(m) nl 

tt s3 ts r3 - {ns37. 

v have that ' ( V L)] is the tensor ArstR"RRt whose 

components are given by tne second covariant derivatives of L 

See [i 

]$) Tensors of the Form (VVf). Since double-dotting 

produces scalar quantities, any entity becomes a tensor when 

projected into the tangent space in the foUoing manner: 

( = ( ? : RR3Rk ) R1RjR ... 

Then a quantityVV ( a tensor) becomes a tensor when 

projected in this way. 

As the standard tensor analysis writes expressions in terms of 



their components in the tangent sace, quantities such as VE cannot 

be expressed. The ordinary process of covariant differentiation takes 

one directly from to (Vf). A second application of covariant 

differentiation would yield the tensor 

The process discussed in this paper gives one an alternative, 

in that the process may be applied several tixes before taking 

the projection that creates a tensor. One encounters practical 

difficulties, however, in evaluating the scalar products in terms of 

known functions, In the next section such a problem is handled, the 

difficulties having been avoided by a trick. 

T.. 3-'... ... 3-1?.. .._3-.? .L.. _3-.LJ2 .. j.... 

.LU . JIiitLJ UL1 }H..t.LJJU 03- UJ1.I. t#U ..Ø...L.L iL1L...LUU WJ 

the fact that, in general 

LV('v4J 

although both tensors are derived from the same tensor 

The ordinary processes of tensor analysis cannot obtain the 

tensor from 
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T}Th RIEMANN TENSOR 

16) Derivation of Riemann Tensor from the Metric Tensor. 

Since I, the metric tensor (or idenifactor) characterizes the space, 

it is not unreasonable to asswìe that the Rieniarm Tensor is 

derivable from it. Such is the case, Take I in the form 

i = 

Then 

RRR+RYR. 

Assume the tensor part (or projection) of V I to be given by 

(V I) = a Rrps; 

Then 
= V I : RrR8Rt 

= R ,R1RRj.Rt + RR1,RRR.1Rt 

_rkj t, kci t -rLks i r ô3RjjR 

= RrRs + Rsr*Rt 

But rs _RtRsr. 

So . O for ali r,s,t. 

Since the tensor is identically zero, I has no change in the 

Riemann space This seenis reasonable , in view of the fact that 



f. I=, Iany tensor. 

However, such is not the case with VV I. 
V V I = R -r VI 

xJ 

= R3 + RkRiRjk) 

= R(R'RkR + RkRkjR,l + RkRkRjj + RR1Rj 

+ RkRR + RkRR) 

Consider the projection of n'VI into the tangent space, or the 

part of VVI which is a tensor. 

- ...n If (V Vi) - Arsme RrRsRR, then 

. n - __ Ars - V V I 2 Rr1suiL 

= 

+ RFsRkj Ri 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ RRsR1'RmRikj'R) 

= jskm + RkjRn S 

+ + RfR5 

+ .RRuR" RijR") 



 .n = 
Itrsn1 RÇ'RsR'jRm + sr m 

+ sinjr + rsRrnj 

+ rmjs + ;isrR 

where all the indices of summation have been changed to j. 

But we have shown RÇ"R5 R1Rsr,RjRm RRj 

Substituting 

R5 = -R1 R ,Rr R8 = -R R. 

...n j n n 
Arsm. = R R5R B7j + RsrR 

-RRsRjr'R" -R"RsrRmjR 

i n n 
- R RmrRjsR + RmnrR * 

= R.srRm R1 R Rp,1Rj5R + msr11 

n 
!valuation of quantities such as RssrRm and Rr calls for 

a knowledge of the metric of the space of immersion. We eliminate 

them with a trick. A skeviiess test on the tensor avoids them. 

Interchanging first and third indices, the component is 

given by 

A;;,x.ì = R'smRr 

-R.RR5R ± 

To test the tensor ( V I) for skewness on the first and third 

indices, lot us form the difference 
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(3l) A. - RR - 

But we can write 

+ RRrsRjR' 

= I3'fl - R'18Ftmr 

----I?'P -RR 
ms ami' 

R3 
Ij = 

so that - - R" R. + R"' 

Similarly 

- -h R R + R"' R1, 

If we make these substitutions in (3h), we get 

(35) 4;I _ A1;1;;' = R'Ri' 

+ R 'H3RjR" - R 'R3Rji'R" 

=L_("ì 
,WLr SS 

+ 
G6I Çs 1"r 

Finally we have ( see 
...n 

[12]) 
...n 

- sr' 
_...,fl 

P anji" 
conponents 

of the Riemann Tensor. Thus we see that if ( V I) is divided into 

syrmnetric and skew-symmetric parts on the first and third indicea, 

the skew-symmetric part of the tensor is given by ' 
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17) Condition for Flat Space. e wish to show that a Riemann 

space will be flat if all the rj lie in the tancent space If Rjj 

did lie in the tangent space, then R could be expressed in terms 

of the Rj or the R3, and hence we would hate 

= Rjj. 

Consider components of the Rieinann tensor (3S) 

pfl .R-A_t. 
I ,' sinr 48 43 

+ RiRrsRjml?1 RRRR 

+ %8'R'm 'iÇfl3 

+ R 43R jm R R1 
. 
Rms R1 

n n j n j = Rr8R.m -R.'H3 + R *RRjR - R Rm3R1rR 

But under our assumption 

so that 

Rp8 (RR1) RR 

Hma I'Hms R1R1R, 

= (Rrs'R1'Rj)'R?m «1tj11ma) 

+ Ri'R0ReR -R1R8RjR 

= R1,3 ' R1 R R!m rj 1 
+ rt3.Ri Rjm.Rr R'Rj 

=-R8Ri JtjmR" + R'Rj nn 

+ R3 R1 Rim R Rjp R1 P 
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n 
= o. 

It is a fundamental theorem in Riomarnian Geonetry that a 

sufficient condition for a flat space is the vanishing of the 

Riomann tensor. See [13). 
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